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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the results of our experiments aimed at
the automatic optimization of the number of parameters in
the semi-continuous phonetical ly tied HMMbased speech
ion systemthat is part of JANUS-2.
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Phoneme size of codebook trai ni ng data (f rames)
SIL 1 50000
A 80 41776
G 192 15657
L 128 24050
R 128 50000
T 96 50000
CH 80 47453
EH 32 23279
D 128 34179
F 8 32376
H 48 8628
M 32 41664
N 64 50000
NG 24 6447
S 20 50000
AH 24 43164
AI 32 36341
AU 32 17602
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